The Best of Bolder
Pianos
For Tascam Gigastudio 2
Yamaha C7 Grand Piano - This piano was sampled at mf and ff dynamic levels. I also sample it by plucking the
strings inside the lid of the piano with a guitar pick while the sustain pedal was depressed, this program is called
“Yamaha Guitar Picked Piano”. It makes a wonderful gigantic autoharp type sound. I used a set of AKG 414 mics set to
a ﬁgure 8 pattern which gives this instrument a nice “wide open” sound. This piano was “extracted” from
Bolder Pianos CD ROM library. With exception to the “guitar picked piano”, these samples are all unlooped. I begin
the program list with velocity switching between the 2 recorded dynamic levels. The velocity switch is offered at midi
velocities of 85, 95 and 105 to suite various playing styles. If none of these presets seem to your liking in the velocity
department, read the documentation of your controller keyboard to see if you can set up velocity curves to your liking.
A number of programs will offer the ff layer with “darker” ﬁlter settings.
Steinway D Grand Piano - This piano has a warm “aged” sound to it. It was recorded in stereo at ff and mf dynamic
levels in a differnt studio than the C7 using the same mic preamp but this time usng a set of Nuemann TLM 170 microphones. The mf and ff samples were used to create a velocity switched piano which is 233 MB in size.
Prepared Piano - This is not a prepared piano in the John cage sense of the term. It is simply some fun I had with the
Yamaha C7 from Bolder Pianos. I used glass rods, strips of rubber, screws and magic markers (to the best of my
recollection). “Muted Piano” utilizes the rubber strips to mute the strings.... this is a good percussive sound with pitch.
“Hi & lopass velocity layer” uses the highpass ﬁlter when played lightly, as you play harder you hear the lowpass ﬁlter
come in for a more full-bodied sound. “Glass Rod Piano shifted down” simply maps the samples to a key an octave
higher, yet the correct pitches are retained by re-setting the unity note. The effect is something that happens at a slower
speed and sounds a bit “deeper”. “Glass layer” uses the original pitch plus the layer which has the unity note re-set as a
layered program. Most of the “FX piano” samples were made by throwing a magic marker into the piano while the
sustain pedal was depressed. “Use that Mod Wheel” mixes the muted effect with the glass effect. “Mod Wheel
caution!” mixes all three effects... you can make some glorious noise with this program!

GENERAL LICENSE CONDITIONS: You may use these samples in any type of music production, i.e. making
demos, records, remixes, commercials, jingles, post productions, commissioned pieces, soundtracks for ﬁlm, theatre,
musicals, live performances, computer games or multimedia.
Samples may not be utilized or resold in the form of Library Music or Sample-related endeavors (e.g. “Joe’s Sample
Collection” which contains our products). Written permission from Bolder Sounds is required. You CAN NOT trade,
re-sell, lend, rent, copy, duplicate, upload or download to any database, BBS, or Server any of our sounds because
Bolder Sounds owns the rights to the samples, Bolder is licensing these to a single user for music production.
* On a personal note.......... Please think twice before making a copy of this disc for a friend or anyone else. All the
legal mumbo jumbo in the world is not going to stop piracy of discs such as this. Many hours of work has gone into
this disc, I have also gone to great lengths to make this disc as affordable as I can so that this disc is NOT pirated.
As always.......... please put yourself in our shoes before making a decision whether to copy this data for purposes of
piracy or not.
Thank You!
Dennis @ Bolder http://boldersounds.com

